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1.0 Statement of IIork

Outline P.M. [_eceiver gtudy

(3) Perform an analysis of a PM receiver which satisfies the

reouirements of JFL S-,r_i£i_ _*L:)n _-'" _c'r#,,_uq_T par,_graph

3.5.1 The _naly_is shall = _ I

and an investigation of the _.;hlev-_!,_e <_yD,;_i_;.,_,'l' of the

demodulator wirleb'md ,oh:_se('::-_.-,_t::vTl;e '<'._, ": _:h3].l

dynamic r_nge of -'" _ "_ ',_;;,

(h) Concentrate the_ P .... receiver _xp¢'rL.',c_,_:,t_: _: ........._.._......d

. detector , the tracki_j i,/,p ,,.:' .:. "'-)i._'..!e- to L',c:: <:x_tent

sufficient to sup;,ort '_ ",a].td F'..l r'e..,:i'- r ,,,_'-:! ._t ,,i;,,_.._urin5

a later implem_;nt.ation phase.

2.0 Introduction

_,_,c_u-lecin Section 2.1.The P.M. Receiver block lia,:r.u:,i:; -" "

Section 2.3 and 2.h deal '_ith the detailed sign u] :n_d nc, i_ ,_ _wer !evcis

thmoughout the receiver an; t,:eir relr.tionuhip t_ t}_e S/N matrices.

i
f



Further, these sections co.,.ela_e td-,eas:-;_d iine;:-r power capabilities

of the receiver comocnents with the S/N :iatriee_.

_n_._ude ihe tracki_x loop de-The succeeding sections of th_ repo_-t : -_,

sign, AGC loop design und @_taii_,d r_ech_'-,_Lz..,.!,!.n ,_",..:_,. e r,_c_xver

unit. In conclusion the recg-'ver sFe_if ...,._-,._. _- - _r ,......"fi',,.:e-" ,., -_"s_-

tiens listed.

2.1 P.M. Receiver Llcck Di:_r:_

Figure 2.1 indic:_tes the !'!-! .,ecc:ivc:- :,;c.;a ,!-} ,, :..:_.

figuration is essentially t_ s.......a:: ......aa .. • " . -_".,.-"_..x:'_..-:.....,_

•_qe changes are listed .....u_J,.'_ Tl-,.e detaile<: re,<'_,< ".... '_ , ._ .... ,,r_ Yr,.-

clude<l h_ the apuroprla[..e Jucceeding s....t._

Amplifier.

2. Provision is .uade to m_b:-t_tute a i00 :(_ t_l_u, prior :_o

the Lnout Amplifier.

mc oscillator with appr;p_i_t,e fre,!uency m_itiplier_.

2
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4. The 60 mc VCO shall be mech_mized _is a i _ oscillator

with appropriate frequency multipliers.

5. The predetection record mecha_,Az_ticn zhall include an

additional stace :_f up and _._wn <,_nvcr;.-_cn_

6. The oredetectlcn ol_,bac_ _,_ _:],_ce u_ _J_'_f_Jnal

st_¢e of up ccnve--si,_n.

2.2 3/N Stum_r M_trices

The signal to noise ratio c,_p_h_]t.y oY .:., f,'N _'._mmsr _ _nc._n in

matrix form in figure 2.2. Consider figt're 2.2A. T_'_ ,_i_.:'t_ ,_ :'efereozed

to a noise bandwidth of 3.0 cps (2SLO = ,_.0 ....._ -'' ;__,_,,. _",._r. _--._.3.':, specifies

that the minimum standard loop noi:_e i:_-,, ,_ - ,," h<_ _..> ,:_.sde[inked

at the receiver absolute tbmeshold (_Ib "/N _-,_.ti_i:',_'_D"). _"._,e_;er,tho

loop norse bandwidth must be variable _........ _ I to IP6_3 con at differentl$ _ de-

fined thresholds. As show_ by matrtx 2.2A, Odb Z,/N is achiev_J at, the

signal _nd noise level_ of -70 dbn. The _/N 3_r _i_;na! and Noise

attenuator's r,_e extv_d fro:¢_ O,i5 t?, ,61,Jb _Ithough the r_-,.t.r"_ indicates

C_]b to _Odb. Therefore, _ required, the _,_inim_ signal, !ew_l c_au Oe ex-

/C
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tended to -81dbm yieldini a S/N of -lldb in a noise b_nd::idbh of 3.3 cps.

The S/N ratios referenced _o 2KC, 6 _ _d I0 mc noise b.mdwidths

are shown in Fizuro<_,.2._]}j 2.2C ;rod 2.2D re_L_........_ve._'_--.

2.3 Trackiruz Loop Sii_n_l _nd _oise ?._,,_._r _av.2]._

Figure 2.3 indic-.tes the PV Recei,.,, _a ;-let "_rnc_tln_-ch_L_,_]. _!]nai

and power levels over the dDm_£c ram':: _.,: the. %/_I _r,,., _ ._,_ ! 5._y:_

the gain (or loss) of e_ch ch_uw! c_a',;ncn_ ;_r_ _ !n t_c _,,i_ di_g: _-

fmmd in figure 2.3. Rows 2 through ._Lndica[e var'.c,_ Lr:_u:, s_;ral and

noise levels. Columns )2 thrcugh 21 _ndt: ,:;e the :3i_,;] :_ i_ i_c_ le'*els at

the block diagram component_ for the a;,;_n_,i _....... _ "

Consider Row 2. The minimu_ unmodu!,_te,_ :,',<. " . . .,,11,_ the noise

is zero. Tracing; acru_ row 2, t_;e at_,,u-.ho* _ _:-:.:,: _:_ ' _';_ :::'...._ _,:_; -,z ....

level at the input amplifier is -70dbm. 2h,. Input Ampli!ier ;.ain is +16dL;

therefore, the signal level _o the !O'L_ pad is -;ao[,m etc. T:r::cip4_ across

row 2 to column 22, note * '_hav the o_wcr_ inout, to the of_a_e detect_r i_.,_dbm_'_

and the limiter is in (>db of limiti_ on the unmodulated carrier. The

limiter output limit level is (_Jbm as shown in ct,i_n 20.

7
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..

The IhMB output power capability of e_ch component'In

_ listed in row I0. The block diagram components are linear #m

load for vario_e signal and noise power Input_ compare row IO with the:

k

%

J.

.o

:-: .A

7

• 7
_. L:. .

%

• ..)

The _ Matrices Figures 2.2A_throu_h ._.2D list'the

J

carr£ers_ -'70dbm. Row 2, colm_ 7 of Figure 2.3 indicates that.t._e

Fi_mtre _.i, %h_ PM _qeceiver Block Diagram, lists a variable etten_ator

prior _" the In,_ut Am_lifler. The S_ _trices, Figure 2._, indicate the

s_mal dynamic range as -_Odbm to -70dbm. An additional 14db ear'rier dyna-.
i.

•mi'crang e is attrlbutad to anL,le modulation. The total carrier d_amic range

is 6h_b. If the Input A_lifier and _SC system are designed to accommodate
/
.. .."



6hdb variation of carrier lev_l, %he Input Amplifier gain must be at

least 64_b. However, as will be pointed out later in this section the

-- receiver gain at 10 mc bandwidth must be minimized. The_fore, the

d_c range of _ Input Amplifier gain has been established as 30db

or lhdb %o accommodate change in carrier ]._..w_ attributed to angle modu-

latiQn and 16rib to accommodate carrier lev_l chan_es :,.._d_ in the S/N

I

Summer. The input Variable Attenuator range sxtends from O %0 35db. The

total receiver carrier dynamic r_nge is 65db - 30_b _C _nn 35dh _m,Aal.

The S/N Matrices, Figure 2.ZA andP 2o2D ,,how t,he rsl_tive S/N ratios

as a fumctlon of the i0 mo receiver front end noise ba_dwldth and the

3 cps minimum tracking loop absolute t.hresh__.._.otse bandwidth, it i_

imperative that the tracking loop be tested au 3 cps 2 P_J. However,

wAA--Swhat happens to the IO mo bandwidth front end ,_,t,*' _ _ S/Nratio? Figure

2.2D, Row I, column 6 indicates the S/N ratio is -65.24 dbm in 1O mc when

the S_ ratio in 3 ops is Odbm as shown bY Figure 2.2A row I oolu_m 6.

The PH Receiver Tracktn_ channel Level Diagram, Figure 2.3, Row 5 shows

the relative .signal and noise power levels throug_ut the receiver front

end and %racki_g loop for O_ S/N in 2 BLO of 3 cps.

lO

A comparison of row
i

...... :_,,.

?

- r



5 and _ IO, Figure 2.3, indicates that the Input Amplifier and Mixer are

overloaded on noise by 11.24 dbm and*_.2h dbm respectively. The problem

is attributed to the large difference of noise bandwidth of the receiver

front end and carrier tracking channel. The problem would become more

difficult if the Input Amplifier gain were increasedto accommodate the

64db carrier dynamic range with the _3C system.

One solution , is to build the reeelver front end (Ynput Amplifier and

Mixer) such that noise overload doesn't occur at S/N of -65.24db in !O inc.

The llnear peak power capabiiity of _he Input Amplifier _ m_xer _ast be-

come +21.24dbm and +14.24dbm respectively (allowing IOdbm of linear power

capability above RI_S. noise). However, the S/M ratio at the wideband demodu-

lation channel phase detector is -63db (6_c noise bandwidth) _u_or _hese

conditions. The resulting data from the de_dula,;ton channel is of doubt-

ful value at -63ribS/N ratio. Further, the task of building the Input

Amplifier and Mixer to accommodate the noise levels quoted, in our oplnion_

is not practical. An alternate solutlon is to provide a I00 KC noise band-

width filter prior to the Input Amplifier _hen testing the t_acklng loop for

@

11

_j



Odb S_ in 2 BID of 3.0 cps. The resulting signal and noise power levels

"_ in I00 EC.no_se bandwidth throughout the receiver front end and earrIRr

tracking channel are indicated by figure 2.3 row 6. A comparison of row 6

and row iO reveals that the I00 KC filter precedh_ the receiver front end

e

reduces the noise power to an acceptable !ev,:,l (m_xe_- i.2A db overload).

The RMS power capability of each unit in the rec_iver front end and the

predetection portion of the tracking, loop i._ li_ted in row I0 fioTare 2.3,

G

The second IF amplifier shall be capable of deiiv_r_n_ 2 watts linear, small

aignal power (+33 dbm). The R_S linear c_p_bility is li_ted as *23 dbm allow-

ing an additional lOdbm linear capability. _ sane crit._ri_ has b_en applied

to all the power capabilities listed in row kO CiC_e 2,3.

E

2.4 Demodulatlon Channel Signal and Noise Power L_v._Is

.. _ Figure 2.4 constitutes a matrix correlatin_ input signal and noise

levels with the receiver front end and _;ideband demodulator power capabillties.

The diagram displays the sa_ data as figure 2.3 but fi_tu-e 2.h is referenced

to the receiver front end and wideband demodulaticn channel.

°,

Rows I, 2 and 3 of Figure 2.4 Indicate the dynamic r_e of all wide-





_band demodul._tion channel components shown in the block diagram at the

.bottom of the figure as the noise free carrier is varied from-20dhm to

-84dbm. Row 4 indicates the noise overloading for a S/N ratio of -65.24

db in i0 me or -63db in 6 me. If uncontrolled li_.ittng (noise overload-

i_g) occurs at a S/N ratio of "63db in the 6 mc der'odulation b,_dwidth#

what S_.¢ ratio should the demodulation chann_.l,accomir_at_? _e co_niz.ant

engineer has suggested that the S/N ratio_ of _r!_clp_l interest extends

b

from Odb to -30rib' in the 6 me b_ndwidth.

bandwidth is listed in row 5, fi_are 2.4.

A S/_ ratio of -hOdb tn t_he 6 me

@

_'_ _h_wn ti_ mixer is _-lmse _o

noise overload; however, the other components are below the maximum al_o_ted

power capacity. Therefore, a S/N ratio of -4C_k_bin 6 mc n_i_ _-d_id%h is

specified as the limi_ of the widebmld demodu] _r channel. Mumerlc_ll_

this means that the wideband demodulation channel shall o_rate with controlled

limiting at ar_ point on the figure 2.2C and 2.2D _atrix below the ti_es in-

dicated, _rther, this means that the ratios of RI_S noise voltage to .Rt.B

signal voltage at the video output of the _ideband phase detector shall be

14



3.0 Carrier Tracking Loop Design

3.1 Limiter Suppression

Paragraph 3.5.1.3.8 b states: "The receiver shall have (&)

standard loop noise bandWidths of 3, 12, 20 and A8 cps in the passive

configuration defined _ the receiver absolute threshold operatimg __i_.

It shall be possible to simply and reliably change the loop filter

components in order to operate with either _e same h_ndwidtns at different

threshold points, or with ar_vother loop noise bandwi!th f:_ I to 1003 cps-.

Consider the selection of 2 _LO 1.0 cps. Tb_e ""= _1_, ratio in the

loop noise bandwidth at the receiver absolute tnreshcld is as_,_ed ._ob_ C_/b.

The predetection noise bandwidth is 2 KC as established by th_ r_rrow band

1

I

IF amplifier. The S/N ratio in the predetection bandwidth is simply the

ratio of loop noise bandwidth to predetectlon i_ndw!dth or I0 Log 1/2000 =

-33db. It is assumed that modulation components in the pr_detection bandwidth

do not add to the noise power,

limlter, _ , as outlined by Martin I is:
@

Since N/S = 2000/1, r_" = .02.

The suppression factor of the tracking loop

(1)

The iimiter suppression factor

above threshold, r_, approaches unity as a limit.. The ratio of limiter

f%'.)

suppression factor at threshold to that above threshold becQmes_. .02 =u

15
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3.2 Tracking Loop Farame_rs at Threshold

The specification indicates (par 3.5.1.3.7) that the FM receiver

loop gain shall be sufficiently large such that the residual loop static

phase error is negligible over the normal receiver operating range as de-

termined by the transmitter tuning range and the system frequency instabili-

ties, when the VCO is tuned to its zero-voltage quiescent frequency. The

loop gain stability over this same range shall be within + 3 percent of

nominal.

The relationship between loop gain and residual phase error is indi-

cared by equation 2.

p, ..-_ . ..... -:..... (2)

where 40_ represents the detuning of the transmitter st_ndard (500 cps)

• plus the long term instabilities of %.he transmitter/receiver frequency

standards. Assume the specified negligible p.hase error is assigned the

value of one de_ree. Further, assume that the specified negligible residuai

phase error is meaningful only above t.hreshold.. The no noise loop gain (0)

required is



!

I

G (&'-I - - " _ ,_,_.
,= / _o, o,oo

(3)
= /0_ _

The specification Sug ests that the tracking loop design optimize the loop

at t_reshold' Therefore, the no-noise loop gain G (27T _ /_vg6 W_. ) is

modified to include the limiter suppression as follows: 6 0 -- _77 _ #<Vc@-

1

_c4 o - iSO, O00 . 0.02 - 3600 _. The basic loop relationships as outlined

by /,!._tin, Rechtin a;,_ ,:_t:_'einclude:

p f

.:'3_
_.. _._

1
(;<._ _:) c

F ¸

,(._)

"7 1

i#
(6)

.oO

:-,. :., 2, _o :"_"., (7).

It follows that for 2BLO - 3.0, 12.O, 20.0 and 48.0 cps with Go - 3600

I/sec the time constants _ and
_, become as listed in Table 3.1.

1T



CSec) Cseo) O/see)
Q

3.0
450 o.5 360 0

12.0 12.0 . 0,125 3600

20.0 10.05 0,075 3600

48.0 1.75 0.031 3600

Table 3.1 Loop Time ConsOnants

3.3 Tracking Loop Parameters Above Threshold

The tracking Iooo
is optimized with regard

to noise bandwidth at t_meshold. Above threshold the limiter suppression

factorj "_
, approaches unity as the limit. The Icop gain, d_mping,

natural resonant frequency and •noise bandwidth vary as outllned by

Figure 3.1

t

L_J

I
I

l
I

A

Linear Phase _del, APC loop Above Threshold

18



Eq_tions (l_), (5), and (6) on page 16.

.... ]

: _t-U-

(_)

(l_ >)

(xii)

19



I- H(s)

=

C C _¢) i_ 0 ¢"

f ,. 0.707

TI_ :l_=ence of /0- on the closed "l._¢_p :'e=3-e:_e

"_o_aged &a follow8 from equation (IA):

i-: ,., is

(15)

(16)

(I?)

(I_)

>

t - 7[-:.

1

: _" (2.1)
I "-

!



The plot of H (s) as a function of _o at threshold and above threshold

is indicated in figure 3.2. It follows that the influence of _o

is si_larly computed from equation (16).

/ Zhsplo_or :"l.-HCs)

I"

L__ re< !

as, a function ._,_., is also Indicated in fi_:ure

3.2. Ta_le 3.2 summarize_ the effects of limiter suppression _n the I.O

cps noise bandwidth loop.

Threshold Above Threshol_

RBLC 1.0 cps 33.7 cps

Nn 0.994 rad/sec 6.6? rad/sec

" 0.707 5.0

ow 0.02 i

/--1

21



...... L ...................."

po

-0

°_

T'-

TWo!e 3.2 S_.IPtm,_.ryof Lt_iter $upp_-ssion

Table 3.3 indicates the influence of

configur _tions

o_ tLe v_L:,uc _ocp

2BiO 2BL

1.0 cps

3.0

- 12.0 120.8 j

6, 6 7 o' _d/:: e o '- ,_

15._ _

20.0 157

4s.O

I000.0

63, !1._

251 123 7.36

1580 1290 1.87 .,

Table 3.3 Effects of Liz_iter Suppression on S_cified
Trackin_ Loop Bandwidths.

3.4 Tracking Loop Filters

The carrier tracklr 4 loop filter c_m be mechanized Dither _ith passive

components or an active operational amplifier in association with passive

2Z
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come,tents. Each approach has its advantages and its limitations as

discussed below.

The passive circuit is of the familiar form shown in Figure 3.3.

p P _' .

t

Figure 3.3 Passive F_it_r

This lag-lead network has the advantage of simplicity _d _tability

with _he use of precision resistors and capacitors. The d_-_dvazlt_es be-

eoms apparent in applications requiring largo time constants.

where Bo

. _ Mgo_s,--

For exile, for a desired bandwidth of _ eps (2 BLO )

B_.06._ -", " 40_ seconds and the value o£ R is _0.25
2==

This order of resistance requires special consideration with re-

,: _... _ard to class of component and _ountlr_. A leakage path from terminal to

terminals should be of 40,000 megohms or hi_her.
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A more severe leakage problem occurs in the amplifier circuit

foliowing the filter time constants. Depending on the approach taken

the resistances encountered in such a_circuit could be in the range of

th_msands of megohms and leakag_e requirer,'_r,ts 1_r the million me,ohm

°

By %ak-Lng special precautions in r,he d_i_n _f _- ."

Clrcuite the desired values can be achieved. Glass sealed resi_t_rs are

available to values of millions of me,obOe,
-°

Fo__-high res_ st_nc_ in

operational amplifier applications one _proach which has b_en pro"_ n _

be effeetlve provides a b_ounded strap n_,un%im_ nh__ch divert, surfa-e

L

#

_ Ieakage currents to ground while preser_L _ h._Cb l._..-,.-_:_-_.:_ _:_,.__.at_ce. _., _ ,

For moun.ring ,on _ printed circult card it i_ nuc_,,.?_ te ue,, ...:lad ..... • ' -_
H

::'_ma_erial which has very low mois%_-e absorption such as teflon. The _se , -

o_ g_ound separa%ion between terminals and duS% proof containers are a]_s.o

helpful. -.

Al'though the above methods can be applied to solve many leakage

problems it remains difficult to insure that a desired tolerance Of 1%

.¢
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will be maintained under various environmental conditions. It is de-

J

sirable to restrict the resistance values, if possible, to those which

are not excessive where more standard, less expensive components and

techniques can be employed.

It should be noted that the leakage pr,_,)om b_,.co_e__

J

as the loop bandwidth is widened. For the hi_]_or b._a_i_dbhs the passive

filter can be applied without reservation. For _P,_ ic'_ _._;:dw_dsh_a more

satisfactory approach would use the active £iltar Anclu_!L ,'_"an. o_orational

amplifier. Actually in both the active and passive filt,_r_ an ampluf_,_r

is required. The p_slve filter requires _' _scl_t_ng ,_l_fier "_0 properly

load the passive circuit.

The active filter will take the fcrm shown in Fi_r_ _?,!_,

-- "V_"¢e---_

0_"4

T"

Figure 3.4 Active Loop Filter
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The circuit consists of a high gain dc a_pli_i_r with input

°

Z

feedback networks to achieve a lag-lead response identical to the passive

filter. IdealS, the lag corner woul_ not be necessary to loop operation.

However, amplifiers are _ever completely free of drift a_ the dc feed-

back resulting from R
3

B

prevents the amplifier from drifting to sabuA-ation

when the -loop is unlocked for prolonged intervals,

The active filter has the distinct advantage of a relatlve_y low

• OUtpUt i_ed_ce such that the circuitry which follo_:s will r.ot 10ad t_e

filter and degrade its performance. The filter will be arranged to have

a slight loSS of 3.Sdb by_ngR - 1,5 R . The reason for this is to
l 3

prevent overload on low frequency beats w_,_ichoccur when the loop is un-

locked and which will reach an amplitude of + 15 volts pp. Since the

•_plifler is ra_d for only + I0 volts pp it is desirable to take the

mall loss in order to keep the filter linear.

Four bandwidths (2 BLO - 3p 12, 20 or 48 cps) will be selectable

for _he carrier tracking loop by a flexible patching arrangement which

connect the requlred components for the passive filter or for the input

27
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a_d feedback networks of the active filter. The internal 10 _d capacitor

_will remain fixed for all bandwldths provided Internal_v# External filter

'a_angements can be applied via appropriate terminals at the patch panel.

"For each of the four bandwidths the dc gain and l,_g corner can be selected

to petit a 30 degree phase error in the pre_,,_nceof a 500 cps frequency

error. Since the phase error would normal_v b_ i deg._se, in order to cause

a '30 degree error the loop gain must be reduc_d _d. the l_g ccrr_r suitab_

corrected_

f

Table 3.4 is _ su__a_ of the Icop filter

parameters an_ component values for the passive filter shown in Figure 3.5.

The values shown are also applicable to the passive filter indicat_d in

Figure 3.6.

For both filter configurations the circuit components must be high

qualityprecislon units. The resistors _il!, normall_ be carbon deposited,

r

i%, resistors of the RN70B class. Vi _torean glass sealed resistors will



be used for the higher resistance values.

The capacitor used must exhibit very high insulation resistance with

a capacitance tolerance of 3% or better_ The insulation resistance must

be at least I000 times the highest value of R2 in order to degrade R2 by

no more than .1%. Plastic film capacitors with dielectrics of mylar,

polystyrene, or teflon are commonl_ used in such applications. !_lar

capacitors have insulation resistance tL_cs cap,_citance value_ of 105

megohm-ufarads at 25°C. The iO _ffd unit t_er_1o._ has an _z_,-___on_

resistance of 104 megohms. The highest v_i,_e of R3 in '_e _.L is iA.O3

megohms, therefore, the m_lar _mit is suitable. '['he ot_:_r .-!iel,_._.trics

menticned hays insulation resistance val_e_ _v_;_uer *.b._,:5-"_.r _,,dcon-

sequently are also suitable, The m_lar unit will be phy_c;_!!T _,_a_i_,r

than pol_styrene or teflon capacitors and therefore is preferred.

The operational amplifier considered i_ the Philbrlck _F456 chopper

stablized unit. The manufacturer states that this amplifier c/nbe con-

nected to provide a dc input resistance of 1 million megohms. Such an

amplifier will be suitable in the active filter as well as the follower

29



ampllfle_ for the passive filter. The low drift, low noise, and

bandwidth roams thls amplifier suitable for most of the operational

amplifier applications in the receiver.

Fu_ioN_mg. _:,f_r network, including the isolating amplifier for

:.'_:_:".:_"_.....__ second operational amplifier (SP 456) arranged

for a ____35.8 db. Summed at the input of this amplifier is

a

a v_iab_;_:!::_' which will serve as a VCO frequency contrcl during

•aequisi%_ loop testing.

A switch will be provided to ground the VCO input to permit setting

the VCO quiescent freq_z_y.

_i•!__

3O
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4.0 TRACKING IOOP MECHANIZATI_'N.

t •

I

h.l DISTRIB[_ION OF TRACKIN_ LOOP GAIN

This section of the study deals with the correlation between

tracking loop equations and the tracking loop hardware. Consider the

open loop gain at tbmeshold, Go, and above thrash<_]d, G. Th8 anov_

threshold open loop gain must be 180,OOO to constrain the residual phase

to one degree when the transmitter carrier is detuned 500 cps. The open

loop gain above threshold is expressed by equation 2h.

is the phase detector sensitivity in ___/'_. _:vco tPe VCn _ensitivity
radi an

in _ , Ka the D.C. amplifier gain in volt_/vo!t _md Kx the frequency
VOl_ sec.

multiplication factor in cps . The latter constant in this instance is 60

cps

(Imc m_Itiplled to 60 mc). Therefore, K_ Kveo Ka - 180,O00 - h78. The

60(2--)

wldeband phase demodulator developed for the data demodulation channel

sxhiblts a linear voltage transfer of video output to signal input of 40

volts peak %o peak. If 75% of the unit's peak capability is used, Km be-



comesi_ volts . The remainder of t.,_erequired gain iS divided between

r adi an

the VCO and D. C. m_p]ifiero A _'-.it_bie _:_lue of i'_,-cois !.O _ .
volt sec.

Thus Ka, the Icop a,_plifis," £_n becor'_es 32.

The loop gain contri_,uti,m :;f _:__,._re._aL:_: ",.o,>_so=_r_:nen_:;; -
q.

the Balanced Modulator, Crvst_l, .,_i_;_, ].Or,,_....._'__'".:.,..........a,.',i i.r:_." a: ,',_

included in Kin, the whase detector con_bant, !'"',.rt::er,:.>'-:zc,,t:__a_';',',.:_

Km is diminished by ti'e f_ctor ('_,I -,.,.,'_" ,_> ' -.,_ ._5 _: ' !":_C; I. C'_ ,_.i'.'_

factors Ka and Kvco are eor,_tei_.t _.,_,. a.L,-_u,,cr .:t ;,I'.e_}c ;,_,?it.LLr_ _"-

ccnstraints of the line,_rity of +.... _:" " .let -_ "',"...... _.,_ LL,_::c

constant, Km v'_ries from i_ volt._ _,o _;._ re'" _ ,_t tr:-_._: ';,,
_i3S_. F>;:'Z?Ji-

Ideally Fl(S ) contributes all the ,'_ar_'._:_._'.,."u.L: ,'_',!o

practical sense the l,,:opD.C. ,%-_plifi,_-will "::,,::,_cu_.... L,_i cc,_:,,_T' -:t

its 3DB amplitude respon_,e. 2,owever, t,._,iscorne:' _i:,.loccur a% a freq_;e,ncy

sufficient#y far and will

/kremove._ from the principal !_,op ti,,_ ccn_t,_nt:_ be cf little cc,nce,rn.
a

ever, the specification indicates that the _o`,p_nol se l-_-_,,.!vi_.t}.,,_y ex_ ....on._:

to I000 cps (fo - 151 eps). The !ccp anpiifier shall c_rn,_r :_,t _ ....

decades above !50 cps. Howev,_r, the "_...... _" ,._ ._._ _ ......__ fi _ t_;_r;_ mr,oil,or ,v_tter.



|

This unit is inside the tracking loop and its amplitude and phase

response must be considered in the loop mechaniza%ion. The crystal filter

contributes a complex pole at I000 cps.

Another subtle loop corner is conb,.ibuted by the vCO. The VCO transfer

function is usually expressed as Kvco/s. Howeverj in re,_llt7 the hra:-_fsr

function is Kvco

s(st#1._ , 1

Q and center frequency.

•. , whereby _'_Iis related to the cryst_l's loaded

A _eaningful derivation of the v.alue of Wi a_ .%

function of the crystal parameters and o_ciilator _ustalning circuit d,_e_

not exist. Experimental data indicates that __n upper bo_und of W] is approxi-

matel_ 0.I W for a crystal VCO with a relatively low loaded Q. T_ lower
O

bound of W1 may extend to 800 rad/sec for ._ _h Q crystal th:_ is well

decoupled from the Oscillator sustaining circuit. The unloaded _•of the

trackir_ loop oscillator crystal will be approximately 3.10 +6. The resulting

value of WI will approach the lower bound. The additional pole will have

little signific._nce for loop noise bandwidths of 3, 12, 20 and h8 cps.

However, for a loop noise bandwidth of I000 cps both the crystal VCO pole

and the crystal filter poles will alter the ideal loop transfer function

(of course the 2KC BPF is easily replaced).
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The amplitude .%nd phase response of the tracking loop with 2 BID -

I0(_) cps was computed. The loop was optimized at th-'eshcld with (limiter

suporession) assumed as 0.I. The ...... '_ _• c_ l_l_er _d cryJta! VCO pol_s were

included, The loop became unstable as -_ i,0.

_.2 Phase Detector

A high Dower phase detector w_:_ _,,v, '........., _" '_"_;e "., _'_ ,b ,_....

of this effort was to establish practical dcna_: _ ,::g_. ],.._,t._. .,-' s_uC-'e

ended phase detector was fabricated at 50 :_,.,: a_; :;>:.:.,m .,: :_"4u.'_ }:,?. [h,_

principal design goals of the umkt ,"_-e listed _. _ "c;" ,.q_

I. "The phase det÷)ator band_idt.)..-;,_",_., ........'.-: :,u:'-£.-:.-,,.'_, -_.

wide _ "' +)"ouc,_ _. .... the one ._i...:.! _..-.,. . .,._ :_ -, -:,::_

termined only b7 the D_ c':.,_-', .'t_, '-" ":: "'e......... .'.. w-d(';_ a.",d

IF 3DB b_ndwidth is s_>ec____,._"as 6 mc with maximuc

variaticn:_ of ÷ r).g within + I.> .mc of the center

frequency. It follows that the ohase ')_+_e_ '• ,-._ ...... or s 3DB bandwi,J+,h

must be 3 me and the resocnse must not v_.ry m ,re than

, r' - •

+ O.>bB from ]_C to !.h mc.



2. The dynamic range shall be sufficient such that the

transfer of video output vs signal drive level shall

be linear to 50 volts.

The video frequency response achieved is shown in figure 4.2.

Further, the llnearity and dynamic range of the video output is indicated

in fissure 4.3.

The video bandwidth ms determined by the video output impedance

and the bandwidth of the signal driver and its input matching transformer.

The bandwidth of the reference drive and associated matching transformer

are of little consequence aside from phase stability considerations. The

dynamic range is determined by the power capability of the drivers, match-

ing transformers and diodes.

The video output impedance was lowered by replacing the usual

video swmnir_ resistors with zener diodes. The sisnal driver bandwidth

was achieved by a transmission line transformer and 2C43 vacuum tube driver.

The capacitive input of the _'_ is approxSmately 7 pf and its linear power

capacity I0 watts. The low input capacity minimizes the matching transformer
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unit.

As outlined earlier this unit was dev_loped for the widebar_i

demodulator. However, the s_ae techniques arc applicable to the track-

ing loop phase detector and the _ladrat_e phase detector. The bandwidth

requirements of these latter m_its is not _trLN_e_b; therefore, the d_vers

will be power transistors. Further, the tr.:c..........._L._n_h_ transformer will

be replaced with a conventional transformer.

4.3 Loop Amplifier

The tracking loop D. C. amplifier c_:_tribute_ the loop amplifier

constant, Ka. The loop amplifier constant was a_Igned the va!t_e 32 volts

for the tracking loop discussed earlier. This _tlcular value of Ka con-

tributed to an open loop gain sufficient Co c _ _in Lb_ ._c nc_._ _tatlc

phase error to I degree whe_ the transmitter was detuned _ 5_ _ps frcm 50

inc. Several l_op noise bandwidths are specified. _e loop amplifier will

be arranged such that the amplifier gain can be varied by substituting

different feedback resistors. Other amplifier considerations include drift,

bandwidth, overload recovery response and noise. The m&xi_mAm specified loop

noise b_dwidth is i000 cps _d the correspondi_ loop inCormation bandwidth,

4S
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150 cps. The D.C. amplifier 3DB bandwidth must be sufficient such that

the influence of the amplifier corner is negligible. The amplifier band-

width must be 15OKC to force the amplifier corner 60DB below unlty gain

when fo is maximum. T_e amplifier closed loop bandwidth is a function

of its closed loop gain. The amplifier m,_t be capable of providln# a

closed loop voltage gain of I00 and closed loop b_nd:_idth of 15OKC

simultaneously.

Amplifier drift will result in static phase error between tho trans-

i
i

mltter standard and VCO. The influence of drift is !ndlc_ted in figure

h.4.

¥
f

___.... L.L_ _oise_ Consideration of the Tracking

Loop Amplifier
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A typical value of V(DRIFT )
is lOC uv _,erd_,.y_ ,'"¢, _.r: onerational amplifier

/

that is not chopper stablized.

resulting phase error attributed to drif_ _ec_J_e5

/00 _. I O uo_"r s

If 2BLO is 1.0 cpe and the noise bandw_dt_ c£ ti;e _'_.-_ .....,-.;.[,_r_._ 2Kg

_CD

the limiter suppression -- = .02, The eff_cti.'_ looTo .._cu_.t-:_.p_.n_."" ,- constant

at threshold becomes _o _J_ = 0,3 voJt_s. The resulting phase error
red

for the threshold value of _b:_is 1.9 de&_-ees for i00 uv of loop amplifier

drift. _nis is not acceptable. Stabilized operational ampl_fier.s

exhibit a typical I uv drift per week compared to the i00 uv per day

for the unstabilized units. The resulting _mse error contributed by



the loop amplifier drift becomes .000382 degrees an@ .019 degrees as

opposed to .0382 and 1.9 degrees. The loop _nplifier s;_•_IL_ be chopper

stabilized.

The amplifier overload recovery is _ D _-+....

An amplifier voltage gain of 32 _;as referenv:_d in the l<,op 4...._.,.,- ...._

m_<Lmum multiplier constant was 15 volts . =;_i,_ :'_il L: ":_,. ::,_,:.__er_'

will saturate ow]r a portion of the b_]at note c/',i' , '._,,_-efor_: _! _ ;.-.

required t'o respond after over Ica:_ is impcri_r_t, _,_,, "- _ _[.:te:- _4, ]i,

precede the _mplifier to avoid noise ow_ri_.i_;_

The loom amplifier noise contrib_tlon i._ _-._,', ._.-,_ t_,,._. ,-/.

rector constant Km in the same m_r_ner as t_e -. , ' '_" "':'!' )_ i L"v. :

the phase detector const-_nt is zro'_imum the n_:::_e c,n _;:),.,;i,-,L t.]e

phase detector is oara_ount. !Iowever, ne_r t]_':,ss":,.i_ th;_ noise co.ntr][_u-

tion of the loop amplifier becomes increasingly; i_,_,port_ as F_. is Oi"_ini_hed.

Unfortunately, the output noise r.ower,duns!t_; cf a _=.....-._._ +,'-,,.iL, _,,_"v'_-s_,,,,_v

proportional to frequency from D.C. to low ..... e............_ ,_/,- _:-,_,_)

As a result operational m_pliflers h,.__ a ._I:, ivel_ , poor p'ise ;_',_"

"I



Formerly the chopper was a major noise source in stabilized units;

however, recent introduction of the photo electrlc chopper has overcome

this fault. A typical rms noise voltage from DC to IKC is IO uv. The

noise power injected in the loop by the loop amplifier is dependent on

the loop noise bandwidth. The amplifier uoise contribution iu _ loop or'

2 BLO of iOO0 cycles will be approximately6 uu. At m£n_.rmar',__,_ _0.3 volts)

the resultant VCO phase jitter becomes

z, .- 7 _ ........

In conclusion, the loop a_plifier recovery time m_u_t be _c.c_iutableand the.

bandwidth must extend to 150KC at an open _._,_'., _l_, ......-, " _" lOO.. 'The clo_ed

loop gain must be readily adjustable. The _p!ifier _ust be transistorized,

chopper stabilized and contribute no more th_u lO_v R_ noise (DC to IKC).

Several commercially available a_plifiers meet most of those specifications.

The Hewlett "Packard, Dymec Model DY-2_60A is unacceptable because of band-

width restrictions; however, the unit m_ets all the other specifications

plus convenient variable closed loop gain and an approximate overload rqcovery

47
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tlme of I00 usec. The Philbrlck P-h5 is unacceptable because of drift

limitations. The stabilized version of the PhiRbrlck P-hS; namely, the

SP-456 is advertised as having all the P-45 characteristics plus chopper

stabilization. Therefore, this unit shall be the loop amplifier.

h.h Reference Oscillator

The reference oscillator -_ -_"s_e..J.__L.,_SiO_:iS (_uctG! aS _O!!OWS:

"The P.M. receiver reference oscill;Ltc_"_h.il h;_v_ a fix_d _h_._Gu_:¢ycut_at

•-& _" '7 :A .. .of exactly lOmc. Its frequency and i_ha._ ,_,,__,_./ q"_a_l '-_e-_;u_L_teut

with the stability requirements of p_. _.... _ ;_n ;._.

oscillator shall be tunable plus or zi:_us 500 cos:'.

The referenced parag_raphs _;'_=_.if?"tha ""_+",'_" _:_,.l_.......ic.n_

term stability as 1 part in 10+3 in I :_:i:'_ui,,b'_.._i_'.:_..

parts in lO+? r,m_sured over a four n(,u_,.t_t<_,;.__-'-, t_:_,

stability requirements _'e specified by nar._ 3._.-._ _ 1.2 as follo_s: "The

phase stability of the unnodulated trans_itter/receiver cair Jh_ll be such

as to c_.use no more than three decrees :_eak error in a noise free phase-

coherent receiver wit}_ 2}_ of 1.0 cps". The long ter_ stability re(:uire-
LO
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ments refer to each oscillator; namely, the transmitter oscillator and

the receiver reference oscillator. The short term stability requirements

refer to the combined short term stabilities of the transmitter standard

the tracking loop VCO and the reference oscillator.

The long term stability requirements are not particularly :_ifficult

to meet. The short term requirements _rc _tat_ _f tim art, The short

term stability of a precision standard is degraded as the c_-stal is pulled

off frequency. The specification indicates that the reference oscillator

must be variable + 500 cycles from IOmc. A precisioz, cr_st_l can be taned

about _ 50 cycles per megacycle. The required tuning range of _he re_erence

oscillator is m+ximut_. The specification did not s++_te ....+;+_+_-_,_+_+=_,,__,+_,_+_

term stability spec applies at the center frequency c_! transom:trot/receiver

oscillators or at maximum detuning.

The short term stability (

We assume the former,

f

) of precision oscillators is

specified and measured relative to an aver_ging time.

may extend from a few microseconds to several seconds.

The aver_,ing time

The averaging time

to be considered is related to the tracking loop error e(s) as a function

of the noise bandwidth. A plot of l-H(s) for a tracking loop of 2BI_=

•I.O cps indicates the changes in the Reference Oscillator, Transmitter



i

Standard and VCO that ti_ loop can correct. The remaining time Jitter

of amy of the three oscilla_ors will contribute to the loop phase error.

Figure 4.5 indicates that the tracking loop performs virtually no correction

on oscillator Jitter that occurs above ! r_d/sec. The loop error decreases

at 12 DB/octave from approxl mate 3.7 1 ra:._,!':_c to D.C_ T_herefore, the short

term instabilities referenced to averag_in_ interw_ of I0 seconds and by-

yond are important.

There are two principal sources of c_7 ta_ oscillator phase noise

or short term instability; namely, the cry_tal and tb_ _ustainir_ circuit.

The equivalent circuit of a quartz crystal _ _A_._ a ser_q resonant

circuit or parallel resonant circuit d_pon_ _,., _. _be c_::_l loa_. For

either case, the circuit resistance c_ be represented by a _eries resistance

which constitutes the crystal's equivalent noise resistance. The short term

instability attributed to the resultant noise is expressed by equation _.

EN - Noise volta e

E
s

- Signal ,_oltace developed across the crystal terminals

50
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-,- - Oscillator frequency

IT"

- Averadlng time

PNOISE " _---- -4kTB

or EN,,, "I h KTB Req

_'s_iPaling"Req

__._. -"

T -- T P_--[4_4
P signal - Signal power dissipated in crystal equivalent series

resistance

B - crystal bandwidth
P.

K = Boltzman' s constant

T = absolute temperature

Req - crystal equivalent oerie _ res4-t&nce

Q - crystal storage factor

5Z



From equation _, the short term instability is Inversely proportional

%o the averaging time. Further, a short term stable oscillator must have

a large Q and signal drive power_ However, higher frequency crystals have

a lower Q, therefore the product of f Q is more :,_aningful.
o

crystal (Bliley BG93A) with the followln: _,,_....a_ ._ristAcs-":

+6
Q- (3)Io

#

-_,,(1)xo_

-6
P- (zo)IO

Con_iaer a

_- .,w

T = 350oK oven temperature

Figure 4.6 indicates a plot of _ as a functicn or the averagin_ time,

. . This is the theoretical limit of short" term stability of the oscillator

as established by +_ crys +-_I

The sustaining circuit will degrade the theoretical performance

of the crystal. The major sources of sustaining circuit noise are listed as
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follows:

(i) I/f noise of the transistors (2) power supply ripple

(3) stray magnetic fields (b) vibration (5) ].oadin!_,8ffects

(6) temperature regulation of t_e crystal _nd associated

oscillator circuitry, The lat_r f_u]t i_ not u_u_!1_y a

problem in dealing with short term ._ta_•,I_'__,y (lo_ _

stability is another _tter); bin:ever, as outlzl_d _ _ri_ie__

an averaging time beyond 10 seconds is r_r_T_nEfu.l _'0__ _ BLO of

I.O cps. Therefore, temperature var_at_ous over a IC s_ ...... d

period within the proportionally t_4_cl attu'e co_,t:_ ....s_ o_n

are important.

The reference oscillator sustaini_ circuit "&uder c:msldsration

is of the form indicated in figure 4.7.

L._.!

Simplified Clapp OscillatorFigure 4.7.

¥



E, IE, .,- iE_ Z,

_g "4 ¢ '_

proviOmd __ ," < } tr_',siztor input t._edance. The transistor enitter-

base voltage is I _ th_ b,:v._e current
-[ " #

, the emitter current

becomes:

Substituting equation _) in (_;_)

//£J_,
.4.* ! "_'IL

(,4-_)

The input impedance becomes:

If

"2.,,,,. T _i -7 _

and -, are capacitors• equation (_) becomes:

, _,j

0 •

Y_ Y _ X" "y
, _; --/ o-_ / d1 tf C i (--Z

T_ioal circuit values are: / -50, /_b -500, Y" - -7i0,
d_

.X = #i00. The latter term of equation represents the negative re-
c2 ¢

sistance generated by the sustaining circuit. A crystal (in this case

$6



' . torn_,,_,_oof the sus-almost series resonant) cor_uected across the inout ...._

t'alning circuit is ir_dic_b_ in the equivalent circuit 3f figure g.8.

t

J

..L
c

_J_.
/

Figure h.8. ,_qulvalent Circuit of _,rys,al ;u_i
Sus t_inJ_ug Circuit

c.: J _._ _S_'t_; than theIf the negative resistance of the sustain,;,,, , .

series resistance of the crystal, the cir_;uit _3 o_oiii,_*)r'y at the cw$stal's

resonant frequency modified by Xcl and Xc2. An inductance ::hose susceptance

cancels the susceptance of Xcl and X is connected in serle_ with the crystalc2

to cancel the detunJ_ug of Xcl and Xc2.

The sustaining circuit of a precision o,_cillabcr is gain controlled

such that the forward gain is linear over _he cozplete cycle of the sinuso'id.

#
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This is essential as chan_es in the .:_ctive devices of' the snstaininE

circuit are never completely decoupled from the crystal (_" ,.. figure

4.7). Further, the loop gain control accurately establishes the crystal

drive power. A simplified diagram of this system is shown in figure 4.9.

L .

4_

FiKure 4.9. Simplified Diagram of Oscillator and

AGC System

The system is organized such that a portion of the RF output

is rectified, filtered and compared against a reference. The resulting

D.C. error controls the crystal drive level by modifying the bias point

of the sustaining circuit. Unfortunately, tr_nsistor input, output ad-

mittances are a function of bias (base current). Further the oscillator

stability is slightl_ modified by changes in the sustaining circuit ad-

mittances. The system is improved if the AGC system changes the AC loop

gain without chan{;ing transistor bias levels. A sinplified schematic
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Figure h.lO. Simplified Refere_;ce _:_:::_Lialor

This arrangement is essent_all_ LL,_ .',_'oas outli:,::.[i_. figure

h.7 and described in equations (_) thr(,ugh i._-_;.

tions are noted: (I) three e_i_ter foilowerz provide [ncreasc_,' f_-_:u'd

gain ( /_,/';'_"_;'i') and high inout_ imped,_nce (?) Tho _3"_,'i i_; ope_';_ted
I

slightly off series resonance and its e_,_._,'l_n_, c_rcuit i_ "_ ,u,,,, _n-

ductance in series with a small resistor. A t_,er_u_toc _ R) re_n_late_
I

t_s AC loop gain and crystal drive withou_ =_dil)_i_g transi:_tor bias lewels.

Low noise high frequency transistors minimize sustaining circuit noise.

The emitter followers are inherently gain stabilized and resistant to po_r

supply ripple.

The voltage developed across the crystal (Es) is relatively large,

2 volts p to p. As shown by equation _) _ is £nversely proportional
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to ES. Further, the crystal heating is acceptable as the principal part

of ES is developed across Leq, figure 4.10.

The sustaining circuit provides low output impedance; however,

three additional output buffers are provided to further isolate the load

from the oscillator. The crystal and sustaining circuit are packaged in

a proportionally temperature ccntrolled oven whose temperature is regulated

at the crystals turning point. The crystal and sustaining circuit shall be

shock mounted and double shielded.

The reference oscillator frequency is specified as IOmc. How-

ever, the crystal selected shall be a fundmnental, Imc unit with the

characteristics indicated by equations _) thru (_).

The final lOmc shall be achieved by frequency multiplication of

the Imc oscillator frequency to IOmc. This arrangement is preferred to

generating the reference lOmc frequency directly at lOmc with an overtone

crystal for the following reason. The specification demands + 500 cps

detuning. An overtone crystal is difficult to pull this percentage fre-

quency and maintain the required short term stability.

sO



The lmc Transmitter Frequency Standard designed during Phase I

included the previously mentioned considerations. The saw techniques

will be applied to the Receiver Reference Oscillator and 7CO.

A detailed schematic of the l,_c referc_ce oscillator is indicated

in figure h.ll. A comparison of t}_ ne-_1_ed short ter_ _, ,b:llty _d

theoretical limit is indicated by fixture, ' '"

The short term stability of. the c:2ci_La%L,r_.J*'c_........,_._,__in_ tim_s

less than 1.0 sec. is acceptable. The dive r!_mce 02 ek_er!_;:,,ut_i az_a

theoretical data at lon_er averaging ti'._es i_ un,_.cc_p_-_,.bl_, T_,_ da_a

indicates that the sustaining circuit motets the w%ri_u_ re:_uL_,nen_s out-

lined earlier. However, the short terr,_i:,_t_i]tty ,:cntributed by the

oven circuitry and oven packa_ir_ is unacceptal,l_. :;orreettve measures '

include: i. an improved oven servo reference (.internal IKC oscillator

instead of 60 cycle line voltage) 2. Improved packagin_ whereby both

the crystal and sustainir_ circuit are mounted _ the oven.

The details of t_ measurement test procedure used to neasure

the experi_ntal data indicated in figure h.12 is included in bhe

Test Plan and Test Instrumentation Report, Appendix K.

Gi q
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The previous discussion outlined the necessary characteristics

of a short term stable oscillator. The various means of achieving these

characteristics were listed. However, the most difficult portion of the

short term s_ability specification does not mention short term stability

directl_ but rather specifies allowable phase noise in the trackir_ loop.

The long term stability specificaticn is not particularly

stringent (5 parts in lO+? per four hour period.) The long term_ stability

of the oscillator discussed was compared to a standard that in turn is call-

brated to the ground wave of _._:V. The long term stability test set is out-

lined in figure 4.13. The long term stability of the test oscillator was

recorded as 3 parts in 10+8 over a 19 hour period.

The following exceptions are taken to JPL spec. GPG-15062-DSW oar.

3.5.1.12: "The phase stability of the unmodulated transmitter/receiver pair

shall be such as to cause no more than a three (3) degree peak phase error
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in a noise-free phase coherent receiver with _ 2 Bi of !.0 co.s". "_e:3t-

inghouse requests tho-t the specification be changed to the followin_::

"The phase stability of the ug_odulated tr_nsmltter/recelver pair shall

be such as to cause no more than a one (I) degree R'_ phase error in a

noise-free phase coherent receiver _ith 2 B_ of 3.0 ci_." fh_ s',:-;cifl-

_ation chance is requested for the fol_'_i_....... rc_.'_<.u_(') 7,L :,_dse z_,-_";

is a more meanJ.nKful measurement (2) :_s cutii._:_! c,,rlier, the short t_'rm

stability is referenced to mn _-_ _ time t' _ "_ ' _...........,IVe_-._,_12.. "L L:, l."_,el'_ _i_ _ _'" _"_'_: _ _\_:i

to the tracking loop noise bandwidth. The oven re;u] :_ticn i_ the i_riu_ioal

c(ntributor to instabilities at t}'e ].on_e_' aver_ _in5 ti:_e. _e arc n:t

confident that the oven re-3_l_tion c_ ',c _"_[_t to _,e% the reouirements of

2 BL = 1.0 cps. Measurer.ents indicate t_._t the i:,_pr('ve_ents "iiscu,_.;_d

earlier will enable t_e reference oscillator t ' meet the instabi!iti,,s

:!ictated by a loop noise b,_,nd_idth of 3.0 cps.

h.5 Frequency ;_Itipliers

The rcfere_:ce oscillator sh_ll he !rm for t,_ reaso_.s outlined in

section 3.]]_. _ stcpz of fre,,uency multi:_!ic .ti<:n x_ and :<2 shall be

C,7 jjt



used to achieve the lOmc reference frequency. The power gain of e_ch

multiplier is approximately unity. The parameters of interest include

short term stability and hqrmonlc rejection.

A simplified blockdiagram of the basic frequency multiollfier

is shown in figure h.l_.

.... r

tI_' _io

ea

I! './''

I PC'

l_- z. °

---- _"' - 4 - ~ '- ...... @' "-"

_- /'.

_,_i_ure4.11A. Frequency Multiplier

The short term inst_bility (phase noise) of the frequency multi-

pliers contributes to the short term instability of the IOmc reference source.

The laultiplier characteristics included in the design that contribute to ex-

cellent short term stability include; (I) overdriven class A anplifier har-

monic generator (2) class A voltage amplifier and buffer (3) magnetically

shielded cup core transformers. The latter precaution provides protection

68



against stray magnetic fields that maw thread the windi_;s of :_n open

tr._aus,o.mer and induce incidental anjle modulation.

h_ h._'monic sucgression referenced to the _' _ "".__Ou u ,_Tequency is

achieved by interst_c_ and output filterin;_. :i'_efirst two interst_:]e

• _., ,.L..,u_ rejec _,filte:'s are transitionally coupled t_o .>L:L<".,_;_.....I.._ _" .... " to "

the closest harmonic hODB. i]ach tran,:_i,*;toriz c_,uplc.d to its inter_;t,;_ie

- _ ..... , >3-,-b:_d _or :,,i "_n_such that the transistor input output 3_sc_mc_ is ........... s a

of the filter reactance. The tr_n_istor input ,,u_,p_ "/:,ndu¢:_.:me is tr:ms-

formed l.h, transistor to filter, to _iz_LnLze filter /oa_i_;. 2he re=u!t_nt

_-._,_ _,ui_.iplier is iu-h:_r_nic rejection with respect to the output o[" t}_ _ _'"

dicated in figure h.15.

Frecuency (me)

1 _c -90 D[:

2 -:nO

3 -{_i

h -90

0

6 -90
{;9



_ o_¢<_i _ _ !"L_ __i

7 -90

8 -90

9 -90

IO -_5

15 -90

20 -90

25 -9O

Fisure h.15_ Spurious levels l-Smc Frequency Multiplier

A detailed schematic of the l-5mc multiplier is shown in fly-are

4.15. The multiplier is shielded and packaged as a replaceable module.

The unit was developed during Phase I.

The phase noise contributed by two multiplier chains (fabricated

as described) yielded 0.7ORr_ degrees of phase noise in a simulated 2 BID

of 3.0 cps. The test set for this measurement is indicated in figure 4.17.

7O
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follow + 500 cps t_"ms,_,iitt, c," ,,_'.:.m_qg. _owe:er, ,a._. 3.5.1.3.7 state,; that

the loop gain crest remai..,n::iti'.!n+ 3% over the sane tr._nsz!tter detaining

,_a. ,_.....r istic ofr_nge. Clearly the _: --*_ lignite h.l_ is not iine_r to wltLin

÷ 3_. There are two alternatives. First, a diode function s,enera:_r be-

tween the loop a_pl_ fief and VCO will approxir_._te, h_/ _trnicht line segv_ents,

an overall lin_ tz:msfer of VCO frequency tc control ve!t_xe. The fLual

aacura<z of t'ne.tr ,.:,3fer is dependent on the nuzbe:' r? s_u.ene-_ •..... This

system is a comae.on technique used on _nalog (-o!,v)uters t.o s/ntbe3ize log,

square root, squ&re, etc. functions. _..,_ syste;_ will :,'ield a typic_l full

scale (+' I0 volts) a,qcuracy of ÷ I_. This sTstem is c'_2en_ive __nd Complicated

as the d_ode f_mctlon seneratdr is ,_sually arranzed to nh'_pe the input ira- ....._'

pe.dance of .%n operational amplifier as a function of the insut voltage.

An a!teruate approach is available as a result oF recent voltage

variable capacitmce development.
@

The HPA division of [_:;l-tt P%ckard has

developed the ",% diode which exhibits a linear tr,m._:fez of ca':a,'.it_mce vs

control volta;i_ over a re:_tr[cted dynamic r.-u_t;e, it fol!e'4s ti]:_t,the L/C

ratio of a crvst,_! o:;cil[:_tor is :_o I_.,/_ theft a l\ne:_r c',:_nj,e _n C as a

'7:{
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function of control voltage will yield an approximately linear change in

frequency. The latter approach is obviously more desirable; however, to

date no data exists to support enthusiasm.

4.7 Firs.____tIF Amp and Cr,vstal Filter

The gain and small signal linear power capability of the track-

ing loop first IF amplifier are listed by the figure 2.3 level diagram as

+31DB and OBE_, respectively. The specified 3DB bandwidth is 2KC. The

phase response must be symmetrical within + 3° for frequencies + 6KC of

center frequency. Further_ the bandwidth must be changeable by plug-in

module. A later addition to the spec. indicates the following: "The

wldeband and narrowbaud IF amplifiers must track in phase + 2° over all

ea

operating conditions including noise biasing".

@

The basic _ amplifier building block will be a broadband feed-

back pair or doublet. This unit utilizes both source/load impedance oon-

trol and feedback to achieve stable power gain. Figure 4.20 indicates the

basic stage aonri_tlon

78
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I,,/

Figure _.20. Feedback Pair

!

/t!

The princlp-_l p_'_meters of interest inclllde-

i. 3DB Bandwidth, IKC--8OMc 2. Gain Stability, i DB over a

tenperature range of -55°C to +lOO°C 3. Power gain per stage I0 to

25DB per stage depending on feedback 4. Linear Small Signal power capa-

billty ODBM 5. Noise Figure 8DB

The first IF a_plltude _nd phase response specified will be established

by a cryst_l filter using two cascaded two crystal semi-lattices. The

narrow bandwidth will yield arithmetic symmetry well past the + 6KC points_

The insertion loss will be 2-4DB.

The combination of t_ee cascaded feedback pairs and crystal filter,



/

in our opinion, will yield an IF amplifier that is both gain and _%ase

stable and resistant to incidental angle modulation as a function of

power supply ripple. However, the phase characteristic of the narrow

hand IF and the wideband IF are established by their respective input

filters. The 3DB ban_widths are 2KC and 6MC. The relative phase respom_el

will not meet the specified p_ase tracking specification either in the

• ._ _, _"

• _ _ _"_

presence of noise or otherwise, however, the resultant phase error can

be hulled with the reference frequency phase shifter.

i,

A.8 Limiter

The gain, dynamic range, limit level and linear power capability of

the tracking loop limiter is listed in the figure 2.3 level diagram as

&2DB, 36DB ODHM and ODHM respectively.

Two basic tunnel diode limiters have been developed by Westinghouse

that are applicable. The simplified schemmtics and corresponding

characteristics are shown in figures &.21 and _.22.
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Figure A.21 Tunnel Diode Limiter CKT 1

÷+

'-12

/

/

Figure 4.22. Tunnel Diode Limlter CKT 2

/

If the limiter figure 4.21 is preceded by the llmlter figure 4.22 the

evorall characteristics of figure 4.23 results.
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Figure 4.23 Cascaded Tunnel Diode Limiter

Cascading additional stages of CKT2 simply adds 18DB of dynamic range and

7DB cf gain per sta_e. Therefore, a limlter chain consisting of five

sta_es of CKT2 terminated by one stage of CKTI will yield 42DB of gain and

96DB of dynamic range. An eight stage tunnel diode wldeband limiter was

built usin_ this technique. The characte_'i'stics are listed as follows:

I. O_n 6_B

2. Input Dynamic Range 60DB

3. Limit Level 200_(+ 0.25% variation over

60DB inpu-t range)

4. Frequency Tested Up to IOOMC

5. B_udwidth 30MC

6. Power Dissip-_tion I/_ watt

so



_ _ 7"¸ r_',_i̧

fabric:_ted.

A t_ical _o!ifie: ii:,_iber sta'e is shown in fi:ure h.2h. Four

stages were cascaded _nd,the following characteristics achieved.

i. Gain (:,C_:_"_"

2. Inpul L._ma_.ic ?,ar_:e 60DB rain

3. "'_ Level 2(X_ _ .... (negli;ible variati<_n

;:ith _OD5 input ch,_nce)

4. F._'_:q,_en.cy Te _ted up to I0_,,,

5 B_ndidth ....."

6. Power Dissipation 3 '.'_att s

The como_r_ ;ire pha:_e shift of both liP,iters was r_,_sured at _]°"",._over

>O,.B cba_[:e of inout. The tunnel diode limiter exhibited 17 degrees of

p}_ase shift while the c,.:nventional limiter phase shifted the 30;:C signal

9_ d_greas over the s_:e dynamic rmncc -" Luout. \ comp_rable test for

o.,._:_+_ in li:_i',level as a functi,,n of t.ei:,i_._rnturc_ ..izticn _as conducted.

(z)
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The tunnel diode ]ir.iter lira: ,::i shifted ).L., from ,_00, -ovv,'

temperature r_mge of -30°C to v_O°C. The cor,venti_,nal !imiter limit

level shi__ted 20% from 2C_ ,._:over the same ten_rctur,_ level. The

tunnel diode limite_ i_ le_ s tengerature sen:_itive and yields less ,_ha_e

shift as a function oF drive level; however, the limit level v,niation

as a 5_mction of afire; level is i_dericr tc the co_vuntional limiter.

The tt_n:'e! diode _,imitor aporoach wii! be applied t_ the 7_i:Test

Co, sole,

' .6.1 Second IF A:_pllfier

The required gain ;rod linear power Capability of the Second

IF Amplifier are listed on rows I and I0 of fig_'e ,. _". _._ as 20DBI" and 23_Y.,

respectively. £he reeuired _,ower capability is boy,rod the capacity of the

r,sdium power "FeedO:_ck Pair", The Fo_er aqoli_iel" devel,-,oed by ',restin,j.o_s,..

_? ,:,wr. in fi2tu-e !_.25 exhibits most of t)e required ch_a'acteristics. This

un±t is m,t directly applicable but _tt least prcvides a basis for refine-

neut. The a",pli/ie_ [.ar,. ....._*--,._-. .:,f int.crt:.,t inclt_des:

] , -

2) Lar;.,e _" ',zgnal Li::e,_rity

83
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3) 3DB '_Sa_d'Ji_th

at f_ applied, f and f
1 2

constrainec_ to the band _"-32,_,

I_ DO

b) .... l ...._u,.o,°_ Power '._pa,..,_l_ty 2 "-:_tts

5) CompreasLcn at 2 watt output Unknown

6) Phase i_e_;ponse _md Fhase Linearity Unkn,D_:_r.

7) inte:r_cdulaticn products of t_:o

C.P5 ',Y<!_inputs

7ODD

8) i'ioiseFigure 8DD

The phase and _-:plitude response and stability, at least over the

band I0 MC +iCO KC :>!_;sthe compression at the Z watt output level must

be more thorou_:hly i.nve;,ti6;ated. This d::ta is essential! bcf,_re a :_6"-_'_.,_n;,,_-_-ul

decision regar,lin_ the application of tLi_ a_<,lifier to the o_..cl.L.C l_op

second IF c_/% be m_de.

h.9 Nixer

LI'

i/._.

t-

The _,,i}-ur z,-e.ci'ic,,tio_ is repeated :.m .,u_-ows: "Tbc mM P_ece_ver

balamced m,",du!atcr_ shall be functi_,:,,_Ily_q_ivalent tq_ D!e_l volta_;e

rmltiplier._ i,-,t....ti::_.,_iomain or tr,m:::lat,:J.;in the frcc;,ency do_,ain such



that all spurious and feedthru products are 60 DB belch1 the desired

output".

12_e mixer c,?a2be analyzed as a non-linear device whose non-!ine_'ity

characteristic is represented by either a _oower series or a piecewise

line_r characteristic.

Consider the pcw_r series representation. The non-linear character-

Istic is represent_d bv retaining four terv,s of a power series;

The mixer inputs are considered as follows:

The angles c, s and t are considered a measure of frequency with time omitted

for convenience. C represents the mixer local oscillator while S and T re-

present two frequencies within the ir_ormation spectrum. _en this input .

function is substituted into four term_ of the power series the followin_

results.

V

3

8G

.4



0 The terns of the power s_;rleu m_.•_ 5oen expanded a[,i the re_ultinz.

frequencies and coefficier _ t_bulated in table h.l. The table indicates

that the coefficients of th_ sideband pair c + s a.nd c - s are:

For a mixer followed by a filter tuned to either (c + s) ant[ (c + t) or

(c - s) and (c - t) where s and t are sideband tones very close together,

nearly all the d_tortion products will be rejected by the filter. However,

there are serum combinations of c + 2 s ÷ t and c + 2t + s _hich fall within

the filter passband and appear as distortion of the desired signal. The

coefficients of_ these frequency components are :

| ..................

Z

and

L"°I

The latter terms constitute the spurious and feedthrough referenced in the

specification. The principal point indicated by this exercise is that the

magnitude of the spurious conponents that fall within the passbaa4 are a

ql



function of the square of the _nagnitude of the original m__xer input spectr_.

The magnitude of the desired mixer sideband output (c ÷ s), (c - s) or (c + t),

(c - s) is a function of the magnitude of the mixer inout spectrum raised to

the first power. _erefore, if the mixer input spectrum level is diminished,

the desired output sideb_nd level decreases as a direct f_mctlon of the input

level, where as the inband distortion decreases as the square of the input

level. Therefore, the following conclusicns sa-e evident. If a mixer c_nnbe

built with a non-linear characteristic that is accurately described by the

first two terms of a po_;er series, the resultin_ spectrum will contain no

inband distortion terms. Further, if additional power series terms are pro-

sent the inbnnd distortion terms are reduced more rapidly than the desired

sidebands by simply reducing the mixer signal drive. The PM receiver mixer

I:

r

drive level is listed as -6_DBM in colu_m i0 of figure 2.3.

The piecewise linear mixer is considered in the followin_ discussion.

A typical balanced mixer (suguested by the specification) is shown in figtu.e

88
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0 i
Figure 4.26. Balanced Mixer

1

I

The carrier is much larger than the inout signal plus noise. The carrier

sinusoid is converted to a square wave at the carrier frequency by the mixer "

diodes. The output spectrum is the input spectrum multiplied by the Fourier

Series representation of the periodic carrier. It is useful to consider a

#

modulation function, _ IJ " , which multiplies the input spectrum to

yield the output. The modulation function is the reciprocal of the insertion

loss of the nodulator regarded as a time function since the loss varies as the

instantaneous w_lue of the carrier. Ideally, the modulation function is a

symmetrical square wave which is represented by the Fourier Series

"i"i" _j

i

where n ms odd and _ m is the maximum height of _(t) and wc is the carrier

• t

frequency. The harmonic components of the series multiplied times the signal

9Z



spectrum yield the relative ampi:tudes of the modulated signal as nfc + f
m

where fc is the carrier frequency and f the signal frecuency. Ideally the

resulting spectrum is indicated in the simplified spectrum shown in figure

4.27.

Figure 4.27. Translated Inforr_tion Spectrum

The local oscillator and original input spectrum do not appear at the out-

put. However, rejection of the local oscillator and signal spectrum is de-

pendent on transformer balance and diode match. A _ractical _'_•1_.it of trans-

former balance is 40 DB (1%) as applied to the :%0mc circuitry of the input

mixer. Diode balance has been improved with the introduction of the hot

carrier diodes. However, a practical limit of narrow band carrier rejection

by balance is aporoximately _ DB. A ...._-_ __4_ ._ _,_ _

signal spectrum rejection relative to the de.n_red sideb_ud output is approxi-

m_utely -20 DB. However, neither the carrier nor signal leak is particularly

93
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objectionable as they fall outside the pa_sband of the desired sidebancE.

The products t_mt combine and fall within the desired passband (as outlinBd

in the power series case) are the components referenced in the specific_It_'. . .'_.,,,_._

These components are a function of the signal drive level (as outlined in the

case of the power series representation) and the mixer design. The Phase I

limited experimental effort and past experience indicates t;_at the spurious

b

and feedthrcugh products within the information passband are limited to -50

DB With respect to the sideband of interest.
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5.o AOC Loop Design

The AGO specifications include the following: "The A_C loop gain

shall be greater than 20 over its entire operating r_nge such that the

variation in the coherent receiver output, measured in the narrowband

IF output shall not varj more than + .3 DB for an input signal level

variation of + c D_ about its design center". "The AGO loop filter

shall be a oassive, zin_le-oole... kC low :.-a_s_filter". "The AC.3 loop shall

have four (h) standard loop noise bandwldths of .O1, 0.I, 1.0 and I0 cps".

The filter cor_ponents shall be changeable and adhere to the component

tolerances of oar. 3.5.13.8C.

Initially the specified noise bandwidt} and AOC loop gain is expressed

as filter comoonent values. A simplified AGC block diagram and derivation

follow,

/

'\ ',
_ ..... 4

L ........

Figure 5.1

I
i[ :_ ..............
i

.... J

Simplified AGC Block Diagram

9S

d



G is the dimensionless ,nroduct,of _ KA G1 (_ _ Receiver IF (;ain vo_'db

KA = coherent ai_plitude detector gain, b-_V°lts'Gl = loop amulifier. Gain,

Volts). A piecewise linear system is assumed.
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I

5.1 Distribution of _ Gain

The open loop gain O is specified as follows: "The narrowband

IF output shall not vary more than __O.3DB as the input traverses _+ 6DB

change. Further the ,^_Cloop gain shall be greater than 20 over its en-

tire operating r_mge". The Inout Amplifier attenuation constant (_ db• vo-'_t)

and the coherent amplitude detector constant (KA volts) characteristics
DE

must be accurately !mown before an accurate desisn can be made. The follow-

Ing indicates the procedure with KD and Ya assumed. _ is assumed tc be 12

DB/volt based uoon the exoerimental perfor_ance of a single diode attenuator,

interstage (one attenuator yielded hDB/volt).

As indicated by l_ne 6 colu_m 18 of figure 2.3, the AGC amplifier

I >
r: : .

i --

noise input is -7.76 DBM _hen the carrier tracking loop is at threshold (Z/N

-28.hDB in predetectic,n bandwidth). The AGC amplifier gain is 27.76DE I

therefore, the quadrature phase detector noise power input is *20DB_ _nd

the signal power -8.2h DP,,'L Therefore, the AGC loop wilt regulate the quad'

rature phase detector signal input Dower at a nominal ievel of -8.2h '_].

The estimated' peal: cm"vc ,>Y t_c _adr_t_e phase detector at tbc -q. _Dc

98



!4i=_i_°
i

I

drive level is 250 mv.

volts

estimated as .03 DB •

Further, K volts
a "_ at the same drive lev_l is

If _he total dynamic range of the diode attenuator

control voltage extends from -2 to -7 volts to produce ninimum to maxizm_

at*_nuation, the AGC loop DC amplifier zain is tent_t!vely established as

outlined in the follm:ing table.

I 1.

I

]
2.

R_nge of Input 3ignal Level (DBM)

Output Variation Over Input Signal

@

@

Level Range (DB_I) (O.3DB regulation

for 6DB chs_e of input)

_C _adrattn-e S curve (v peak)

AGC Voltage Range Receiver Control

Volt_e

-54 to -84 r
I

-8.24to -9.74

.-o.25o t_ -o.2_

-7 to -2

Table. 5. I AGC System _nauic "_Irate Ranges

,'}9



I .... 7

• The required loop amplifier gain (GI) is simpl_v line h divided

by llne 3 or II0. The numerical loop gain (for the previously mentioned

assmaptions ) becomes

G -" K,_ .... ,..... '< ,----_,. G, - -' .4_ _ vc ', -

_ __. .

:Q .: . ,

_"_neloop filter time constants are listed _n table _. The AGC loop is

non-linear and t.he loop gain of kO is m_x_a_um. The loop gakn is a functie_

of the signal strength (the loop gain is zero when the received ,signal pcwer

is zero). The gain controlled amplifier attenuation constant _ is the

prLncipal non-linear element in the loop. The specification shares that the

ninlmum loop gain pmst be at least 20 at minimum sign_l strength. _ferefo_-e,

[.. _i' t,he allowed -¢ariation of._ from maxi_u,_ to minOuum signa.l strength is t'4o.

If this v_iation carmot be maintained, the loop gain at _:i_ signal

::',< I

strength must exceed hC such that the _inimum loop g_in is 20. E_e quadr-Abur_

phase detector scale Cac_or, Ka, is also non-linear. :forever, if the looo

• lo0
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I

a :-

t

gain regulates the signal level variation at the quadrature phase detector

within approximately 3DB, Ka is assumed linear.

Ape

This simplification is s1,_ilar to theAlc_ p assumption

that the ohase detector constant is linear if the phase error is regulated
°

within + 30 degrees.

volt
.03----

DB *

The quadrature phase detector scale factor K was assumed to be
a

-_i:;are5.2 is a repetition of the demodulation channel phase de-

rector tr,_s.Cer of peak to peak beat frequency output as a function of signal

drive l_vel, The noise power inout is +2ODBM at AGC loop threshold. The

Ii

F

equivalent peak beat note (which corresponde to the DC output when %he VCO ._

is in lock) is appro::imately 6.25 volts. The signal power is -28.1ADB with -

respect to the noise po_er; therefore, the quadrature phase detector DC

output iS -28.4_B with respect to 6 volts or 242 my. A one=DB change from

mv

2£2 my is 28.2 mv .(Ka was assumed to be 30 v--6_t ).

5.2 AGG IA)op _chaniz%tlon

The AGC loop components have been discussed previously in the

report except the Input amplifier which is described in section 6.0.

I02
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5.3 AGC Loop Filter Components

_e

As shown in tabla_ the AGC loop filter time constants range

from 2 sec. to 2000 sec. The simple low pass filter arrangement shown in

fi_ure 5.3 is one solution. The specification states that a passive filter

el

t_st _e implemented. Unfortunately_ a passive filter is subject to loading;

therefore, an operational amplifier connected as a follower maintains a high

load impedance for the loop filter. If an active filter is acceptable, the

loop _pllfier and filter can be combined, eliminating one operational

_plifier and the f_Iter loadin_;.

I

I
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6.0 _t _pllfler
± •

The principal Input amplifier Specs include the following:
b

I, Center Frecuency 50MC

# 9"

•. T_

2. 3DB Bandwidth

3. Respoase

IOMC

+ 0.25EB within

_ of 5o_

4. Phase _nearity Compatible with

Fidelity Sl_c.

5. AGC Response Compatible with S/N

Dynamic Range

The PM receiver level diagram outlined in Figure 2.3 lists the In_t

smplifier characteristics. The recuired gain is 30DB, iGC range 3ODB,

3DB bandwidth IO_ and linear power capability ODBN. The Input Amplifier

shall consist of four cascaded Feedback pairs.

of this unit include the following:

The principal parameters

_._

L" "

I. 3_B Bandwidth.

2. Noise Figure

3. Power Gain

106

9Im(Max Gai_)

_0 to 25DE depending on
FeedbaCk connection

¢



i
4. Gain Stability LOB oven temperature

-55°C to ÷lOO°C

_l Linear S_ll 3_gnal Power Capability OIBM

The frequency response of the input Amplifier will be established by

a passive input filter. The filter shall meet the + 0.25DB requirement

o_mr the band _8 to 52MC with a minimum 3DB bandwidth of iOI_. However,

aside from these specified requirements the filter will have a linear phase

char acteristic.

The AGC range will be achieved by Feedback pair interstage diode

attenuators. The deslgn goal overall _ain of the unit includi_,] the in-

sertion loss oE the interstage attenuators at AC;C threshold is 30 DB.

L

Ii

I

Figure 6.1 indlcctes a si_lifled di_r,_m of this system. T,he attenuators

yield up to I0 DB attenuation for the ranze of applied ,\]Cv _Itage -i to

-4.5 volts.

This system minimizes the usual problems of maintaining bandpa_s and

phase characteristics over the :'GOrange.

',.i Noise _:i_____Considerations

The Input A:_plifier, interstate diode at+enuator uyst@m associated _;ains
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and losses is shown in Fig_ure _3.2.

FI F F _' F F F
2 3 _ 5 6 7

+IOD_ -3DB -3DB +IODB _ -3DB _ +IOD='n

I _I3UB I _ _ L.-13DB ' .: -13D_,"

G A G A G A G
i I 2 2 3 3 h

.MIXER

F
8

{

-----._g,

A

Fiz,ure 6.2. Input Amplifier and Mixer Noise

FiAn_re Charac%eristics

The forward = __n of the foul, cascaded feedback pairs is +_O_. The mini-

mum insertion loss o£ the tDmee diode attenuators is -9UB _ the _imum

insertion lo_s -39D3. The mixer noise figure _ conversion e_ficiency is

assumed to be 15DB and -8DB respectively.

i • The overall noise figure at maximui_ _ain is as ,,utlined _D"the equati_a_

[ -.

. _-- .

I-

<,

I
I

below.

F" FI + F2 - i + F3 - I + F4 - i F5 - I + F6 - i + F7 - i

Ol ":i A GI,IG 2

+F -I

OlAG 2_2G3A3G4

OAOAG
11223 112233



The Pee_k Pair noise figure is 8DB. The diode attenuator noise figure

is as_mmed as 8DB. _he mixer noise figure is assumed as 15DB.

F_ through F = 6.3
A 7

F " 31.7
8

G thro_h G = I0.0
1 h

A through A " 0.5
i 3

= 0.II

The m_:immu gain noise figure is 9_D. At minimum gain, t_ following

char4_,esare apparent.

F8 = 31.7

_:i:

G1 through Gh = I0

throujh A3 - 0°05

"_4 " O.II

Th_ mlnimmm gain noise figure is approxieat_l_, 20EB.

Measure_ents taken on a similiar system indicated a IODB noise figure

@

at maximum gain and 24DB at ,:linimum_ain.
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noise fig_re degrades this bTf :'!_A_B(_t r:in-mu_n _in) to-i5OD[_. Ho._ev_r,

the minimum po_er f_.o_ the " i_ _ ,_i!_SummBr in Icps bandwidth is -124.7>DE4.

Therefore, the receiver _,'ise power is -25.2_DB with res:oect to minimum

Summg_ noise.
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7.0 Wideb_.nd Demodul_tlon Channel

The block dl_ran ,_nd azsocia_ed signal and noise _ower levels of

the denodu!ation chmmel are shown in f_qure 2.h, The Demodulation

Cha_mel s_ and noise power levels wers dlscus:_ed in section 2.h.

7.I Demodulation Charmel Input Pilter

As specified "The wideband IF amplifier shall h_ve a minimum

3D5 b:_nd_idt_q of 6 me and shall be flat to within + 0.5 db within + 1.5

mc of the center frequencies. Its phase resp, nse shall be s_tric

within + _ over the 6 mc passband and sufficiently linear t5 meet the

fidelity requirements of @at. 3.5.1.1.3.

fhsdemodulation ohs_mel bmnd_idth and phase r_sponse will be

de÷_rmlned primarily by the input filter. The succeeding amplifiers will

be broad b.md feedback 'pairs. The _ ilte, design _ill adhere to the

s!_cified amplitude resoonse (! 0.5 DB within _ 1.5 mc of center frequeng_.),

and specified phase symmstr- I. Beck,use of the large _ercentage bandwidth

f 4(_0_,),ordin_.-y low p_ss to b z_dpass tr:m3forr_ation cannot be used. Such a

desi_j_n will yield geometric n_t ariSh_etic s_:_t_y. However, ":estinghouse

has a denizen procedure w,hereby correction ter_"_ _re added to the characteristic
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function and ar£t_etic s_-_,_t: : _,_.alned for all frequencies within and

sozmwhat beyond the passbo.n_. }io_e_er, in our opinion the filter should

have a linear phase respc_ _Bessel,. The re_ulti_ 3DB band_idth will

extend beyond 6 inc. ?_ _plit_de response and group delay of a h hole

Bessel filter desi_i_ed _ith 0.20B muplitude droop 1.5 mc from center

frequency is indle-t_,; in figures 7°I _nd _.2.

7,2 Wideb_a_d Oemo_nlation Ch_r_nel Distribution Ar_pllfler. Limiter

_'_e Oet_ctor Driver

_i_.e :!L_triout_:_ _o!ifier pr_,',"idesa ? D_ po:_e_ split bet_een

the predetection re,c:>rd _nd the d,_nodul;:tion ch'_mel with _.n overall gain

of _DB. Two feedback pairs _ith :m input re_istiv_ po_cr divider will

constitute the distributi.on amplifier.

The dsmcdul_tlon oh:tunnel liaiter ',:illbe e3_e,ntially the s_e as

the tracking loop liuiter de.cribe_ _ in s_cti:_n _.9 except that the nine

liniter stages will be used in_te-_d qf sev_.::.

7.3 ._emo_,_l_]t....n Ch_Inel Pba:_e betctor

par. _,2) _i11 constitute tb_: _'_e,_:}Cu__ti."_ char_:el ph<:_e detector. ._re-

petitl:,n o'f t'_e pha:_e 4(_tect,_r video outo_:t v,j _, n'_.ldrive ch_racteristle
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is shown in figure 7.3. As shown in colm_n 21 of figure 2.h (Demodulation

Channel Level Diagram) the phase detector signal drive level is 2ODBM.

As shown by figure 7.3, 20 I_M signal drive corresponds to 1215

volts peak to peak video. (The unit is linear to 28,6 DBM drive). However,

the unit is required to operate with a S/N of -40DB in the predetection

bandwidth. Therefore, the Phase Detector video output will be _0 DB down

from 12.5 or 125 mv oeak to peak.
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_.0 Prndetoction Record

The predel_ction record _,y_tem is outlined in Fi_?_ 2.1. T"-_;

system dev_atea from t_e soec_fled block dis:[ram of f_.;ure 3 J;'L [;gec.

GPG 15062-_3N for the followin_ reasons. F£_uro 8.1 Indic:_te:,th_ :._ide-

bead demodulation charanel soectr,_ if the f_ll 6 mc ch_m',_l banduidth is

used. _,'arther,the same fixture indic=_tes the :_<dul,_toroutput .%sthe ;.,id,_-

based cha_nel is down converted by the ]5 mc local o_illator.

I

t

7 t |,5

Figure _.I Predstection Pecord Spectrums

Note that the ._odu!ation mixer fe_dthrou_h overlaps the record spectr'a_ centered

on _ inc. The bal_nced mixer rejection of the ori_;inal modulation centered on

iOmc is typically 20DB. The recorded spectrum _:ill include an overlappin&

L

rejion. If the wideband de_odulatton spectrum does not extend from 7 to 13

mm but rather 8.5 to 11.5 mc as the PM Tr_msr_itter Specs indicate, then the
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above assumption is erroneous.

If the full 6 mc capability of the wldeband channel is used and over-

lap must be avoided _u additional st_,:e of up conversion and down conversion

is recommsndsd. _ne spoctral distribution of this system is shown in fi_TAre

8.2o

T

L_

Figure 8.2. Prede_ction Record Spectrum with an

Additional Stage of up Conversion and
Down Conversion.

The Predetection Recorded spectrum is taken from the wideband channel prior

to the limlter. Therefore, the recorded data is not subjected to limi_er

suppre ssion.

A simplified diagram of this system is shown In figure 8.3.

I.

I
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Figure 8.3.

The Predetection Record system implemented will be determined by t_e cogni_t

engineer's decision on the maxlmu_ required demodulation channel sgectrmm

bmndwidth.

I
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9.0 Predetection Playback
p

The predetectlon playback system outlined in par. 3.5.14 and figure 5

of JPL Spec GPG-15062 is summarized briefly as follows: The tracking loop

VCO is switched from 60 mc _o 15 mc and the predetection record spectrum

centered on 5 me is multiplied by 15 mc for processir_; in the I0 mc tracking

and demodulation channels. In our opinion, this system has two faults, i)

The si_,_nalspectrum and the up converted spectrum are shown in figure 9.1.

,_,m_ _ , _,

Figure 9.1. Predetection Pl_oack_Spectrums

As shown am_ sicnal spectrum that le_ks thru the mi_:er overlaps the up con-

verted spectrum center on IO inc. Further, any second order component of the

pl%yback (attributed to distortion in the tape recorder) that leaks through

the mixer will f_ull within 'the I0 mc pas3b;Lnd of the tracking loop and wide-

band I0 mc IF amnliflers. Tb_e obvious solution is to simpler build the balanced
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mixer for 60 DB rejection of all si nal co_onents and (,0 DB rejection of

the local oscillator. Local oscillator (single freq_mncy) rejection of -40

DB is considered practical and possibly -50 DB with hot carrier diodes;

however, to achieve and maintain this order of balance over the 6 mc si!_al

bandwidth is beyond the state of the art. The typical broadband signal re-

jection attributed to balance is about 20 _B. A system that avoids the mi_r

bal_nce problem is outlined in figure 2.1, the Pi_Receiver Block Diacra_, and

repeated in fi_e 9.2.

Fi:_ure 9.2. Block Diagram Modified Fredetection

Playback System

IZ2



The signal spectrums associ:ted _Ith this dlazram are shown in figure 9.3.

I i F i!
- -3 ...... A-........ i

Figure 9.3. Predetecticn Fiay_ack Spectrums

with an Addition;_l Stage of Up

Conver sion.

This system does not Solve the limitations of mixer bal_nce but rather

spreads the spectrum such that the mixer feedthrough is rejected by the

intermediate bandpass filter. However, in all fairness this system has the

disadvantage of rejecting the 45 mc DO (which is only 2 mc removed fro_ the

up converted signal spectrum). However, as outlined earlier single frequency

rejection or balance is easier to maintain that broadband balance.



I0. _Frequency Synthesizer

The Frequency Synthesizer block dia_am is shown as a portion of

fiLu_re 2.1, the P.M. Receiver Block Diagr,_. As outlined earlier, She

Reference Oscillator is mechanized as a lmc oscillator X5, X2 frequency

multipliers. The res,_ting I0 mc is distributed as the reference to the

tracking loop phase detectGr, the demodul_tion ch_mel Phase Detector and

the AGC quadrature phase detector. Further, the hO _md h5 mc Predetecticn

Record and Predetection P!vback mixer references are derived from the 10

mc referenoe source.

The i mc oscillator and frequency multiplier designs have been de-

scribed in earlier sections. The contemplated lO _c distribution amplifier

is outlinedin fi_e IO.I. The 10 _c distribution amplifiers provide unity

power !_ain and drive three 360 degree phase shifters (VariGon Series V54).

The p_mse s}uifter insertion loss is 30 _. The phase shifters are buffered

from the various phase detectors by oower _pliflers with 37 DB gain deliver-

in_;+20 DBM. The po_er amplifiers will be phase and gain stable units sinilar

to the tracking Iop second IZ stages. The frecuency synthesizer power and

r

In_._dance levels are shown in figure 2.1.
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II.O Output Amollflers

The output amplifiers as shown in figure 2.1, the P_4FLeceiver Block

Diagram, are listed as follows:

I. Nexrow Band _dulation output _mp.

2. Wideband ?b_alatlon output amp.

@ .kM Modulation output a_o.

Predetecticn Record outnut _mp.

The units I t.hru 3 will be Philbrick SP h56 stabilized operational

_pllfiers. The oredetection record ampliEier will be a medium power feed-

back _ir discussed elrlier in this raport.



/

receiver trackir_ loop gain.

3.5.1.3.3 3al_-uced _yb_!_tors

The _]_rec_Jiver shall centsin two (2) ":,l_mced modulstcrs,

as sh_n in fi_:1_. 2.1. TT_ey shall be f_octi_n_lly equi;:ient to ideal

*hvoltage mmltipliers in the time domain, or tr=ns!ator:_ i:, _ e ?recuency

dorsal,,,such _h';t !! spurious and feedt!_-c1_i;hproduct_ _'e 5OT,D below

the de.,_ired out_-u,,. Ti,e reference8 .::pl_ious :uud feedtbrcu_,k products are

referencc_' to the output of the traclch4; loop 27:C filter end the de_du-

lation channel i_3 filter an4 ,_vereferenced tc the 2}:5 _d 611]b:mdwidths

resTmctive_,-.

a. _.:az.r.:._wb,_d L_

_he wldeband and narrowband I_ amplifiers will track in

phase within +_ 5° over ! 33 cps. about _he center frequency. At center

frequency, the tracking will be wi_hin 20 degrees as determined by the

limiter and AGC phase shift over tJ_edynamic range of the system, but

it will be possible to marnmlly adjust out this _hase error with the

reference rhase shifter.

,)(]....)



3.5.1.3.2 Volta_e-Controlled Oscillator

a. Frequency

The center frequency of VCO No. i shall be exactly _OHC.

The VCO center frequency shall be I_C. The final 60MC frequency shall

be derived by X60 frequency zultiplicatio_ of the VCO frequency.

b. Stab nty

The frequency and phase stability of the VCO, _eference

Oscillator _ Tr_nitter Standard shall be such as to c_use no more

than a one (_) degree 21_ phase error in a noise-free phase coherent

receiver with 2_L of 3.O cps when t_e three oscillatorz are at center

frequency.

It shall be possible to manually tune the VCC for the put-

pose of initially acquiring the transnitter frequency and for subsequently

O

creating controlled loop static phase errors as Inrge as + 30 du_in_: system

testing. The afore referenced static phaue er!'or shall be achieved by _+ 500

cps detuning of either the trans_itter stn_,d_u-dor receiver VCO and reduced
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The Phase I _ Recei¢_r _tudy indicates that the followin; specifica-

tion deviations and additions are agpropriate.

a. Bandwidth

Th;, Fan,band of the _ _>O_C Input A_olifior shall be flat to with-

in + O.25DB within + 2_ of the center frequency at mid range gain of the

Input Ampli!ier. The passband shall not vary more than _ (over the + 2NC

passband) as the input Amplifier traverses its ?ull ran_i'ecf <ain control.

b. L nearity

The Input ,tmplifler shall have a Bessel Phase Response and

amplitude response as de_cribed in 3.5.1.3.1a. The 3DB b_ndwldth is determl-

nated by the specified amplitude res:)onse + 2NC from center frequency'"and the

p}_ase response.

c. AOC ]espon_

_]_e _lain of the Input /J.©lifier shall be, AGC controlted over a

_j

r_e of 3OLd. t_uual ga_ control ([ndependent o_ the Inout _pliCier)

shall sxtend the total PM %_ec_i_er gain control (7.:,0_md _',_nual)to 65DB.
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3.5.1.3.5 The P_4 receiver reference oscillator shall have a fixed-

frequency output of exactly lOPE. The reference oscillator center fre-

quency shall be ]J_C. The final IOMO frequency shall be derived by XIO

frequency multiplication of the reference oscillator freouency.

3.5.1.3.6 Phase Detectors

The P'4 receiver shall have two (2) phase detectors with tb_

followir_ characteristics.

a. Bandwidth

The tracking loop phase detector bandwidth shall be such that

the one sided output pasmb_nd is determined only by the 2KC IF passband.

The demodulation channel phase detector 3DB bemdwidth shall be a minimum of

5It. The amplitude response at 1.5_ shall be within O.5_B of the response

atDC.

b. Fidelity

_m phase detectors shall be functionally equivalent to ideal

v_Itage multiollers in t_,e time do_._in consistent with the transmitter-re-

ceiver fidelity speci/ication of 3.5.1.].3.
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I C ,'

The phm;e-!cck PM receiver shall }:ave the foLlowin_ loop

chm-ac teri._tlcs :

a. The r,_cci-er sh,%ll have fotn" stzmdar<? loop noise b_md_Idths

of 3, 12, 20 -,_'__...,_: cpz in the .:_a_:;ive...-_Yi-,_ation defined at the re-

m,is<_ b:_nd_!dt' _. it sh,_].lbe possible to. _imply _.d rellabl_ ch_;e t._e

t.. ," -" _c
Icop :,_"_It--_c_n_on_nt.,_ in order tc oper"%e with :_t._r t__ s_ u.n_L_at ....

at different definec t_res}_old point_ or _._itbm_¢" other loop noise hr_d-

widths frc._,I to !CO0 cps. The low_,_t ope.r_ti'.nal n<,is_ bandwidth at

,_ha__, be 3.0 c ...._._. in the noir-e b:_.nd_:Idth, _' I,t}_esh(,!d, defined :_[_ (_ _ _ ""

_-kn'ther, %t noise b.md_dths greater th:m I00 c_ the 2K13 tracklr_ loop,

' "" "_" loopIF c_'stal filter nu._t be, c,h'uuged or the rc:u!tlr; ',,ey...d.._Ln cf

5t:,bi!_ ty accepted.

3.C .I.__.9 ::npl.ttu_le .;k.t_ ctcr

;_. Li:,c:ri "t_
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the fidelity specification is referenced to distortion above and beyond

the inherent distortion of a sinusoidal phase detector to an input signal

with a modulation index of + h.

c. Gain Constant

Each phase detector shall contain a hard llmiter such that its

gain, measursd in volts/radian, shall not vary more than + _ percent over

36_B of !imlti_ in the tracking loop _nd LODB of li_iti_ in the demodu-

lati_n chm_el. Further, the relative phase shift between the tracking loop

and demodulation channel attributed to ch_&,_es of l_itln_ d_namic range

shall not e:<ceed 20 de[_rees and will be possible to null it out mLnually.

3.5.1.3.7 Phas__.._e_ Gain

The PM receiver !ooo _,_in _hall be sufficiently large such that

the residual phase error shall _ no ;;rearer than I degree over the normal

receiver operatic, T frequency r_e as determined by the transmitter _,Auing

r%_e and the frecraency instabilities, when the VCU is t,med to its zero-

voltage quiescent frequency.
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The relmtionship be_ween c_rler innut v¢l _ e

-m_ detector cutput voltaTe s;',C] b_ ii_e,:r to _th + 2._,C un_sr bc,th
,w

_tatic _ d_u_,_.ic condltlons.
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